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Meeple Party 
Rules of the House 

Kickstarter Beta Rules (NOT FINAL) 
 

A puzzling co-op party for 1-5 Players 
45-60 Minutes 

Ages 13+ (Rated PG) 
 
Meeple Party is a 
cooperative game of puzzle-
solving strategy and party 
throwing insanity!  You and 
your friends are 
ROOMMATES throwing a 
party at your house. All of 
your guests have different 
personalities - the JERK, the 
FLIRT, the COOL, the 
WALLFLOWER, and the 
PARTY ANIMAL, and each 
personality has a different 
effect on the party when the enter a room. 
  
Since you are the hosts you are trying to make the best party ever – and get some photo 
evidence!  By mingling the guests around the party you will try to satisfy photo opportunities 
while avoiding disasters. 
 
As roommates, you will welcome guests to the party and mingle them around the different 
rooms to meet your goals.   Each time you meet a photo opportunity condition you take a 
photo, and each photo advances the party clock!   
 
But, like a real party, not everything can be controlled. Surprise guests start showing up!  
Disasters could occur!  The Roommates (the players) take stress each time a disaster happens, 
from certain surprises or to take the burden to get out of a bad situation. If all roommates 
stress out the party ends and roommates all lose!  Depending on how late the party rages, we 
score the PARTY Bronze, Silver, or Gold! Let’s Party!    
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CoNTENTS 
9 Double-sided Room Tiles 
5 Roommate player reference boards  
5 over-sized Roommate Meeples – The Flirt, 
The Party Animal, The Wallflower, The Jerk 
and The Cool  
30 colored guest Meeples (6 Flirt, 6 Party 
Animal, 6 Wallflowers, 6 Jerk, 6 Cool) 
5 white Meeples (5 Surprises) 

48 Photo cards  
24 Disaster cards  
24 Surprise cards  
15 Stress cubes  
1 Party Clock 
1 Disaster tracker  
1 Cloth bag  
This Rulebook 

 

 
 

Let’s Get This Meeple Party started! 
 

1 - Choose the Date! 
2 - Decorate for the Party! 
3 - Get Dressed! 
4 - Last Minute Prep! 
5 - Party Time! 
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Set a Date! 
Take and setup the PARTY CLOCK which is used as the game’s score tracker.  Choose the time 
party starts – the earlier it starts, the harder the game (Friday or Saturday night).  Whenever 
you take a photo you advance the clock to the next slot and each slot has an event that 
happens when the party reaches that level (see page XXX for more on this). 
 
In addition to the time, difficulty is determined by the number of potential disasters. 
Meeple Party gets harder the more potential disasters in play.  There are more restrictions and 
things to watch out for each turn.  Each player will need to AVOID potential DISASTERS on their 
turn. Choose the level that you want to play: EASY, STANDARD, or HARD.  
 

EASY: Each player has 2 Photo opportunities in front of them.  There is 1 
communal disaster.  
 
STANDARD: Each player has 2 Photo opportunities and 1 Disaster in front of 
them. There is no communal disaster. 
 
HARD: Each player has 2 Photo opportunities and 1 Disaster in front of them plus 
1 Disaster shared communally. 

 

Decorate for the Party! 
Now, we have to clean up and decorate the house for the party (by building the board from the 
room tiles).  For a standard game of Meeple Party the house must consist of 9 tiles. When 
setting up the house, remember that all movement in the game is orthogonal (not diagonal). 
 
If you want the party to be easier, make sure that each room tile touches 2 other tiles.  For a 
more challenging party, go nuts. 
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The following rooms are REQUIRED: A Kitchen (blue), a Living Room (orange), a Dining room 
(yellow), a Bathroom (pink), a Bedroom (purple), a Door (red), and Outside (green).  Or each 
player in the game, you have to make sure that they have somewhere to sleep – so you need 
AT LEAST a pillow for each player.   
 
The back of any unused Roommate Board (see step XXX) are additional rooms. Some rooms 
have special rules like THE BASEMENT or THE HOT TUB.  These could make the game easier or 
harder based on which ones are in play.  
 

NOTE: FINAL GAME will have suggested setups and hints on 
how to make the board harder or easier. 

 
 

Number of 
Players 

Minimum tiles required  

1 1 Bedroom, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bathroom, Front Door, Outside 
and 2 rooms of your choice 

2 1 Bedroom, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bathroom, Front Door, Outside 
and 2 rooms of your choice 

3 2 Bedrooms, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bathroom, Front Door, 
Outside and 1 room of your choice  

4 2 Bedrooms, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bathroom, Front Door, 
Outside and 1 room of your choice  

5 3  Bedrooms, Kitchen, Living Room, Dining Room, Bathroom, Front Door, 
Outside 

 

Get Dressed! 
The players are the roommates throwing this party.  Each player selects (or random chooses) a 
Roommate – they can be the Flirt (pink), the Jerk (green), the Party Animal (purple), the 
Wallflower (yellow), or the Cool (blue). Give each player their respective roommate player 
board and the corresponding roommate meeple.   
 
Each player takes their Roommate meeple and places it in a different room.  If there are not 5 
players, take the remaining Roommate meeples and place them randomly. Roommates may 
NEVER leave the party (you live here after all*).  
 
*This way there is always at least 1 of each meeple type at the party no matter what 
happens.  
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Last Minute Prep! 
Place the 30 guest meeple into the guest bag (6 of each color – wallflower, flirt, jerk, cool and 
party animal).  Then place 3 of the Surprise Meeples (white) into the bag as well.  Take the 
remaining 2 white meeples and place them near the clock. 
 
Shuffle the photo deck and deal 2 photo opportunities to each player. These are each player’s 
ACTIVE PHOTO OPs at the party.   Leave the rest in a pile face down by the board.     
 
Shuffle the disaster deck and deal 1 to each player depending on difficulty (zero if playing on 
EASY). These are each player’s POTENTIAL DISASTERS at the party. Deal 1 disaster to the PARTY 
that will be shared communally (zero if playing STANDARD).  Leave the rest in a pile face down 
next to the Disaster Board.  
 
Take the Surprise deck and split into EARLY (white backs) and LATE (black backs) piles.  Shuffle 
each pile and take 6 from each pile and shuffle them together.  You should now have 3 piles – 1 
early, 1 mixed early/late and 1 late pile.  Stack these in one pile with LATE on bottom, MIXED 
next and EARLY on top.   The LATE surprises are more detrimental to the party than the EARLY 
surprises.  
 
Take the Stress Tokens and place 3 stress for each player into a pile near within reach.  As 
players take stress they will put these on their player board. When using any optional items or 
pets (like pet meeples, cake, gifts, etc.) follow the rules for setup from those options. 
 

The Starting player is the player who most recently attended a house party. 
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YOU ARE NOW READY TO PARTY! 
 

PLAYER TURN ORDER 
1 Welcome a Guest 

2 Mingle a Meeple 

3 Check for Disasters  

4 Snap Some Photos 

5 Look at the Time  
 

STEP 1: WELCOME A GUEST 
Each turn, you are going to WELCOME a guest to the party.  Take the Guest Bag, and draw a 
meeple randomly. This will either be an invited guest (the pink, purple, blue, green or yellow 
meeples) or a surprise guest (the white meeple).  
 
When you WELCOME an INVITED GUEST, you may place that meeple into any room in the 
house. When you place that meeple into a room, execute its ACTION (see page XXX for MEEPLE 
ACTIONS). 
 
When you WELCOME a SURPRISE GUEST, don’t add to the party.  Instead, draw the top card 
from the Surprise Deck and follow the directions on the card. Unless otherwise noted, place the 
surprise meeple back into the bag.  NOTE: The active player will not add a guest to the party 
this turn. 
 

STEP 2: MINGLE A MEEPLE 
  
Roommates MUST mingle one guest.  To mingle a Meeple, move a STANDING meeple to any 
orthogonally adjacent room. After you Mingle a Meeple, execute its MEEPLE ACTION (see page 
XXX for MEEPLES) just as you would on putting into the party. 
 
If a Meeple is laid down, you may spend your Mingle to instead STAND that MEEPLE UP.  When 
a Meeple is STOOD UP it does NOT execute its Guest Action. 
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STEP 3: CHECK FOR DISASTERS  
 
As a ROOMMATE you are responsible for avoiding 
disasters.  Depending on the difficulty level, this means 
you need to care either about your own Disaster (in front 
of you in Standard and Hard) and any Group Disasters (in 
Easy and Hard). After you WELCOME and MINGLE (and 
only AFTER you Welcome and Mingle) check that all YOUR 
disasters (yours and the groups) have been avoided. It’s 
okay if you meet the conditions of another player’s 
disaster on your turn. 
 
If you have not avoided a Disaster, it happens.  When a 
Disaster happens each ROOMATE takes a Stress for each 
Disaster.  Then discard any Disaster that occurred. 
 
If this results in either A) any ROOMATE exceeds their stress limit (3), or b) all ROOMMATES 
being at 3 stress – the game ends.  The roommates have a big fight, and everybody leaves the 
party. 
 
If all roommates are not yet fully stressed, continue to the next step. 
 
 

STEP 4: SNAP SOME PHOTOS  
Now, check to see if the requirements of the current player’s Active Photo Opportunity has 
been met.  If so, you TAKE A PHOTO. When you take a Photo, advance the PARTY CLOCK one 
level, and then discard that photo opportunity. 
 

It is possible to meet the conditions for more than one 
Photo Opportunity at a time. If you do manage to take 2 
Photos in a single turn, move the clock up twice, discard 
both cards, and then reduce your STRESS by one.  If you 
stress is zero, you may reduce another player’s stress 
instead. 
 
Important.  Photos are ONLY EVER TAKEN after you 
complete your welcome action, mingle action, and 
checked for disasters.  ONLY the ACTIVE PLAYER can 
take photos or suffer disasters. 
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STEP 5: LOOK AT THE TIME 
Look at the Clock.  Each point on the clock shows an icon (with an explanation on the base).  At 
the end of your turn, you look at the time, and perform the PARTY ACTION listed at the current 
time. In the case of advancing the clock more than 1 space/level on a given turn, only the final 
level event occurs.  
 

• Replace any Disasters that occurred with new potential disasters.  
• Replace any Photo Opportunities for Photos that were taken this turn.   
• The next player clockwise becomes the Active Player, and repeat until the party is over. 

 
NOTE: If the result of a party time clock event puts the party into DISASTER the next player will still have 
their entire turn to try to avoid that DISASTER. It does not immediately become a DISASTER and players do 
not immediately take stress.  
 

CLOCK SYMBOLS PARTY ACTION 

Question Mark Draw and execute a surprise 
White Meeple Add a surprise meeple to the guest bag 
Grey Meeple(s) Draw n meeples from the guest bag and add to a door (do 

not execute any guest actions) 
Lightning Bolt Discard and replace all of the disasters at the party 

ZZZ Down Arrow Lay down n meeples of your choice 
Circle Arrows Mingle a meeple at the party  
Door Welcome a meeple to the party 
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MEEPLE ACTIONS 

 
 

ROOMMATE MEEPLES  
The Roommates are the really big meeples.  They work like any other Meeple, except that they 
cannot be removed from the party for any reason.  Some photo opportunites and other effects 
SPECIFICALLY refer to Roommates. 
 

GUEST MEEPLES  
Each meeple welcomed to the party is a guest.  Most of them will be invited guests but some 
could be surprises!   
 

THE FLIRT (pink meeple) – Pulls 1 meeple to them from 1 room away  
The Flirt is friendly, chatty, and has a magnetic personality. When the Flirt enters a room, 
another Meeple from an adjacent room always joins them to see what they have to say. 
 
THE WALLFLOWER (yellow meeple) – Pushes 1 meeple from them 1 room away 
The Wallflower hangs back and keeps to themselves. Conversation isn’t their strong suit, so 
another Meeple leaves to see what's going on in another adjacent room.  
 
THE PARTY ANIMAL (purple meeple) – Pulls 1 meeple to them from 2 rooms away 
The Party Animal is loud and crazy! They can be heard all over the house and draw Meeple 
from far away to see what's going on 
 
THE JERK (green meeple) – Pushes 1 meeple from them 2 rooms away 
The Jerk is just too much for some Meeple, and they really want to keep their distance. 
 
THE COOL (blue meeple) – Pulls 2 meeple to them from 1 room(s) away 
The Cool Meeple is way chill. All Meeple like them and naturally a couple meeple join them in 
whatever room they enter. 
 
THE SURPRISE (white meeple) – Draw a surprise card and follow instructions  
The Surprise Meeple could be any meeple! Draw a surprise card to find out! Is it the neighbors, 
or the landlord? A party crasher, or your bitter rival? The pizza delivery, or your snooping ex?!  
When you mingle a SURPRISE meeple, the meeple moves to an adjacent room then you draw 
and execute a surprise card. 
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GUEST MEEPLE ACTION COLOR SYMBOL 

FLIRT Pull 1 meeple from an adjacent 
room 

PINK HEART 

PARTY ANIMAL Pull 1 meeple from 2 rooms away  PURPLE PARTY HAT 

WALLFLOWER Push 1 meeple to an adjacent room YELLOW FLOWER 

JERK Push 1 meeple 2 rooms away GREEN ANGRY FACE 

COOL Pull 2 meeple from adjacent 
room(s) 

BLUE SUNGLASSES 

SURPRISE Draw and execute a Surprise Card WHITE QUESTION  

 
When a surprise meeple is welcomed (or mingled), immediately draw the top surprise card off 
the deck and execute the action.  Unless otherwise noted, place the surprise meeple back into 
the bag.  NOTE: The active player will not have a guest to add to the party.  
 

PHOTOS  
Each player always has 2 active photo opportunities. Place each photo op under your 
Roommate Card.  
 
To complete a Photo Opportunity, the conditions must be met at the end of a roommate’s turn.  
If so, the roommate TAKES A PHOTO and the party clock advances.  It is possible to take both of 
your photos on the same turn if the conditions of all photo opportunities have been met. 
 
AT LEAST or EXACTLY 
 
Photos have an requirement shown with an icon above the requirement – a PLUS SIGN for AT 
LEAST or an EQUAL SIGN for EXACTLY. 
 
AT LEAST means other meeple can be in the room(s) in addition to the required meeple. 
 
EXACTLY means that ONLY the required meeple can be in the room(s).   
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DISASTERS 
Depending on your difficulty level each player may have a DISASTER in front of them. This 
disaster only needs to be avoided during that player’s turn.  There may also be a GROUP 
DISASTER that is communal and must be avoided on EVERY PLAYER’S TURN!    
 
During Step 3 of Turn Order players have to CHECK DISASTERS. When a DISASTER cannot be 
avoided each roommate takes a stress. If all roommates have not yet stressed out, play 
continues. Replace the disaster card with a new one from the deck. 
   
Disasters are also replaced when the party reaches a level on the party clock showing the 
lightning bolt symbol.  These which indicates that the current disasters have been successfully 
avoided but new ones have popped up. 
 

ROOMS 
While there are required rooms in every game of Meeple Party, the layout and additional 
rooms can change and shift.  Be careful to follow the rules for setup on PAGE XXXXX. 
 
Diagonal movement is not allowed so think about movement as you are setting up the board.  
 
The simplest set up is to have all rooms together as in the example above as it allows 
movement around the house to be easier.  (There will be a suggested setup and additional 
setup section in final rules.) 
 

How to Move between rooms  
There are no specific entrances or exits on the tiles.  Tiles may be placed in any direction.   
Whenever a meeple is moved or being moved to an adjacent room that means any adjacent tile 
to the current tile/room.  If a meeple is to be moved 2 rooms away that means two tiles away 
from their current tile/room.  
 
In the example above if a meeple was in the Living Room moving to an adjacent room would 
mean the meeple could move to either the dining room, porch or front door.  
Similarly, if a meeple was in the Living Room and was moving 2 rooms away that would mean 
the meeple could move to the Kitchen, the Office or Porch.   
The reason they could move to the porch is that meeples do not need to go the shortest route.  
They could travel through the Front Door (1st room) and to the Porch (2nd room) from the 
Living Room.  
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STRESS 
Your goal is to successfully reach the end of the party without all roommates stressing out.  
Stressing out means that all roommates have hit their maximum stress level of three (3).   
If all roommates stress out the PARTY ENDS IMMEDIATELY!   If any Roommate would take a 
stress and is already at 3 – the PARTY ENDS IMMEDIATELY!    
 

Ways to get Stressed 
DISASTERS  
Each time a disaster happens ALL ROOMMATES take 1 stress. If no other stress is used 
during the game, 3 disasters happening would cause all players to stress out.  
 
SURPRISES 
About 25% of the surprises cause roommates to take stress. The surprises may effect 
one, all or some of the roommates.    
 
HELP 
Roomates can take a stress to get out of a bad situation.  At any time on their turn a 
roommate may choose to take a stress to refresh any one potential disaster or photo 
at the party.  This means they could refresh their own, someone else’s or a communal 
disaster.  
 
By only taking 1 stress you could be saving EVERYONE from taking a stress. Be careful 
not to do this too often since surprises and disasters can strike at any moment!!!  
  

Ways to Relieve Stress 

Have The Best Time  
If you can manage to take both of your photos on the same turn, remove a stress!  If you 
do not have ANY stress you may choose another player to lose 1 stress.  
 
Special Rooms (Example: The Hot Tub)  
Some special rooms can have a calming effect and if a roommate meeple ends their turn 
in that room they may reduce their stress by 1.  
 
Special items (planned stretch goal) 
Some modes of the game feature ITEMS and ACTIONS that can affect stress. 
CAKE: Slices of CAKE equal to number of roommates are placed into one room. A roommate may choose to 
eat a slice of cake when their roommate meeple is in that room to relieve 1 stress.    
GIFTS: 3 GIFTS are placed into one room. A roommate may choose to pick up a gift when their roommate 
meeple is in that room.  The Gift stays on their player mat until they decide who they will give the gift to in 
order to reduce that roommate’s stress by one (1).  
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SURPRISES 
Surprises can happen at any time at this party! IT’S A RAGER! 
 
When welcoming a new guest to the party there is a chance that a SURPRISE GUEST will be 
chosen.  In that case, instead of adding a meeple to the party, a Surprise Card is drawn. 
Immediately follow the instructions on the card. Unless otherwise stated, the surprise meeple is 
put back into the guest bag. 
  
SURPRISES also happen whenever a Surprise Meeple is mingled during game play. 
  
Another time surprises happen is when the party reaches certain levels.  When the party 
reaches a level on the party time clock that has a Draw A Surprise card symbol; draw a surprise 
card and perform the action.  
 
The effects of a surprise could cause the party to meet the conditions of a POTENTIAL 
DISASTER.  Luckily, the active roommate will have their entire turn to try to take care of the 
potential disaster before it becomes a DISASTER.  In the case that the surprise which puts the 
party into disaster is from the party tracker and is between player turns the next player will 
have their ENTIRE turn to try to take care of the potential disaster before it becomes a 
DISASTER. 
 
Some surprises move meeple around the house. The surprise will specify which room or which 
types of meeples are affected.  Some SURPRISES can remove Meeple from the party. Specified 
meeples are removed from the party are added back to the guest bag. IMPORTANT: 
Roommate meeples are NOT able to be removed from the party which may force a meeple 
you do not want removed to be removed.  You also may NOT remove any laid down meeples.  
 
Other surprises may add meeple to the party.  You may need to draw a specified number of 
meeples from the guest bag and add to the party at the FRONT DOOR.  NOTE: The guest effect 
of these added meeples does NOT happen.  If surprise meeple is drawn it is added to the party 
just like any other guest meeples.  
 
Surprises can cause Meeple to lay down.  When you lay down a Meeple put them on their side. 
 
While meeples are laid down they are not able to be moved (for any reason). This means they 
are not able to be moved or pushed/pulled as part of a welcome or mingle.  However, these 
meeple DO count as the meeple type they are in the room they are in.  (So if there are 2 laid 
down party animals in the kitchen and you needed to get 2 party animals in the Kitchen you 
would still meet the condition of the photo.) 
 
To stand a Meeple back up, a roommate can use their Mi9ngle Action to stand up any one laid 
down meeple. The guest action of the meeple does not happen except for the Surprise Meeple. 
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THE END OF THE NIGHT 
 
The party ends in 2 ways – we get to the end of the night or we stress out and kick everyone 
out of our house! 
 
If the roommates reach the end of the party (meaning the specified number of photos have 
been taken) you’ve had the best party ever and you all WIN!  
 
However, if all roommates stress out by reaching three (3) stress, the party ends immediately 
and you all LOSE!   
 
 


